
Me... 



Studying Syria on social media... 
What images of the Syrian war 
engage social media audiences?

What do the platform vernaculars (of 
Twitter, Facebook & Instagram) look 
like for the Syrian war?

Visual social media are: “not necessarily a set 
of selfies, food porn, memes, and GIFs, 
marked in narcissism or frivolousness. They 
highlight affect, political views, reactions, key 
information, and scenes of importance” 

- Highfield and Leaver, 2016



Coralie Vogelaar
‘discarded news images’



Once upon a time..



merely one 
year later..







‘truth(s) and machines’...



Interrogate the machines.. 
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The context of war..

 earthquakes



tourism, recreation and 
advertising 



tourism, fun, girl, street





Images too small to see…. 

sleep, nap, arm

chest, beard, zombie



Social platforms and AI presuppose a “redistribution, a cutting 

up of what is visible and what is not, of what can be heard and 

what cannot, of what is noise and what is speech”

Jacques Rancière, 2004

Khaled Barakeh



It’s a human-machine’s world

Coralie Vogelaar: What makes news 
images successful?





New job: empathologist, teaching machines 
empathy.. 

empathy/ˈɛmpəθi/noun: 

The ability to understand and share the feelings of another.

Harari in Stanford talk on AI: “Love is not hackable, but machines don’t need to 
feel it, in order to hack it, predict it, monitor it and manipulate it”



Discussion food 

If AI (recommendation systems, 
feed algorithms) is reinforced on 
the basis of machine vision, what 
will (stay) visible and what will 
be discarded?

What will be the images that 
evoke empathy in humans?  



KNOWING THE TRUTH IS HARD ..

On the one hand with AI this becomes even harder: as we do no longer know how 
we are ‘fed’ content

 

On the other hand AI could show you more of the truth as it could explain how 
decisions are made with a super long statistical equation, taking multiple variables 
into account..

However.. will people grasp this? 

 

 

 

 



THANK YOU



Social platforms (AI) as socio-technical spaces:
user behavior ‘drives’ the car 

The algorithms are in the backseat... navigating and 
steering directions..

But mind you… these are now invisible backseat 
drivers  





https://medium.com/mit-technology-review/when-algorithms-mess-up-the-nearest-human-gets-the-blame-194d87d60559

https://www.dailydot.com/debug/emotional-manipulation-ai-technology/

https://conditiohumana.io/oracle-ai-black-box/

https://gen.medium.com/the-bs-industrial-complex-of-phony-a-i-44bf1c0c60f8

https://medium.com/mit-technology-review/when-algorithms-mess-up-the-nearest-human-gets-the-blame-194d87d60559
https://www.dailydot.com/debug/emotional-manipulation-ai-technology/
https://conditiohumana.io/oracle-ai-black-box/
https://gen.medium.com/the-bs-industrial-complex-of-phony-a-i-44bf1c0c60f8

